Neuronal differentiation of mouse embryonic stem cells: lineage selection and forced differentiation paradigms.
Primitive embryonic stem cells are an ideal starting cell population for studies of gene expression and lineage segregation during development. Despite their potential, it has been difficult to determine culture conditions that cause single-lineage differentiation of these pluripotent cells. Both genetic and epigenetic approaches have been taken to promote neuronal differentiation of embryonic stem cells, including aggregation, exposure to the nonspecific teratogen/morphogen retinoic acid, low-density culture, exposure to growth/differentiation factors, and forced differentiation following expression of lineage-restricted "developmental control" genes. In the current investigation, a hybrid approach involving genetic techniques of "lineage selection" or "forced differentiation" has been employed to develop primitive neural progenitor cell lines. These lines form an important starting point to examine the cascades of gene expression (and inhibition) during neuronal and glial lineage segregation, to study growth factor effects on neural differentiation, and ultimately to provide a source of cells for transplantation to a damaged nervous system.